“

The Sync is the most predictable asymmetrical ball I’ve ever thrown. It looks great,rolls
perfect, and more importantly it gives me exactly what I need on a wide variety of

”

conditions. You can’t afford not to have it in your bag.

Mike Flanagan, Insidebowling.com

“
“

Just when I think you guys can’t make a ball any stronger you outdo yourselves.

”

In my opinion, this is the strongest overall ball motion you have produced to date.

Britton Reider, Videoballreviews.com

Every golfer needs a great set of clubs and every bowler should have a trustworthy
arsenal of bowling balls. The Storm Sync is the driver in my bag!” If you don’t have

”

the Sync in your arsenal, plan on getting beat by someone that does!

Rich Ferraro, Bowlers Zone Pro Shop

“

This ball is early, smooth, strong, and continuous. Almost to the point of being
unbelievable. I literally had a breakpoint maybe an arrow wide with the same

”

result at the pins. In 20 shots I struck 18 times!!!

Jeff Richgels, 11thframe.com

Finally, A ball that adjusts to your game.
Read what the critics say at stormbowling.com/sync

stormbowling.com/sync

nanotechnology

NRG coverstock
For the cover, we involved nanotechnology to create premium traction in oil. In fact,
NRG creates 15% more surface roughness that only increase over time. You might
remember how nanotechnology allows for peaks to be created on the sides of other
Starting at the center, Storm’s technical team incorporated our strongest asymmetrical
design to date, a shape with .028 intermediate differential, known as the G2™ core. Why
G2? Because it’s the second generation of our Shape-Lock™ HD core which powered
the original Virtual Gravity™!
Based on proven principles, this new shape creates the optimum ball motion throughout
the midlane, at the break point, and through the pins. Put it all together and you have
one seriously powerful piece of equipment that is a MUST HAVE for every bowler looking
to score better.
stormbowling.com 800.369.4402

™

peaks? Well, it’s the real deal, and you’ll see the difference the moment you step up
on the lanes.
Coverstock: NRG™ Solid Reactive
Weight Block: G2™ Core
Ball Color: Cranberry/Tangerine/Black

Factory Finish: 4000-grit Pad
Durometer: 73-75
Flare Potential: 6” Plus (High)
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Fragrance: Iced Cranberry
Weights: 12 -16 lbs.
SKU# TSY

